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Introduction 

Jacobs Jenner & Kent Market Research (JJ&K) conducted an Internet study among association 
and independent exhibition producers, registered to attend the Exhibition and Convention 
Executives Forum (ECEF) on Wednesday June 2, 2010 and previous attendees of ECEF. Two 
hundred and twenty one (221) responded to the survey by the study cut off date. The 
questionnaire, developed by JJ&K and ECEF, was posted on JJ&K’s Internet research website 
and qualified individuals were e-mailed an invitation to participate. The resulting data set 
includes:  
                        .                                                                                                                 Draft 2: 5/26/10 

 

Independent Event 
Producers 

33% 

Association Event 
Producers 

67% 

 

 

 

Jacobs Jenner & Kent is a full-service marketing research and consulting firm with 
offices in Baltimore and Atlanta, offering both national and international capabilities. 
Serving the exhibition industry since 1980, JJ&K believes that in-depth market research 
and analysis is the key to understanding your audience and assuring the success of any 
marketing effort. 
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Study Results 

●Industry Profile 

A snapshot of the event industry indicates growth after the steep declines of 2009, in the 
number of exhibitors, net square feet, attendees and sponsorship sales.  While the number 
of participation exhibitors and total net square feet still register the largest declines, 
attendance and even sponsorship sales have had a greater rebound.  (Ref. Exhibit 1) 
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In Exhibit 2, comparing the measurements reported in the last three ECEF Pulse 
measurements, some industry recovery is evident. 
 

Exhibit 2 
CHANGES IN SIZE OF EVENT  

Three Year Comparison 
(All Respondents) 

 2008 2009 2010 
 Total Total Total 
Number of 
exhibiting 
companies 

   

Growing 66% 23% 44% 
Staying the same 31% 29% 29% 

Declining 3% 48% 27% 
Net square feet 
sold 

   

Growing 60% 21% 35% 
Staying the same 37% 25% 40% 

Declining 3% 54% 25% 
Number of 
attendees 

   

Growing 45% 31% 49% 
Staying the same 41% 23% 35% 

Declining 14% 46% 16% 
Sponsorship 
sales 

   

Growing - 28% 49% 
Staying the same - 22% 33% 

Decline - 50% 18% 
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●Marketing and Promotion Spending 

Nine percent (9%) of organizers have increased their attendee marketing and promotion 
budgets in the past year. While this is a small increase, the 18% growth in attendance 
(Ref. Exhibit 2) is significant, and may be being created through technology, increased 
efficiencies, or more strategic planning rather than increased spending.  (Ref: Exhibit 3a)    
 

Exhibit 3a 
ATTENDEE MARKETING AND PROMOTION SPENDING 

Three Year Comparison 
 (All Respondents) 

 2008 2009 2010 
 Total Total Total 
Spending   
changes since 
last event 

   

Increased 52% - 9% 
Stayed the same 41% 31% 36% 

Declined 7% 69% 55% 
Amount of 
decrease 

   

5% or less 20% 26% 34% 
6%-10% - 30% 35% 

11%- 15% 51%  7% 11% 
More than 15% 19%   6% 20% 

No answer 10% - - 
Amount of 
increase 

   

Less than 5% 21% - 82% 
6 – 10% 26% - 18% 

11%- 15% 21% - - 
More than 15% 16% - - 

No answer 16% - - 
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Eleven percent (11%) of organizers report increasing their spending for exhibit space and 
sponsorship sales in 2010.  This in part may be responsible for the increase of 21% 
reported in Exhibit 2 for both of these categories. (Ref. Exhibit 3b). 
 

Exhibit 3b 
Spending For Exhibit and Sponsorship Sales  

Two Year Comparison Reported 
 (All Respondents) 

 2009 2010 
 Total Total 
Spending 
changes since last 
event 

  

Increased - 11% 
Stayed the same 63% 42% 

Declined 37% 47% 
Amount of 
decrease 

  

5% or less 20% 34% 
5%-10%   9% 48% 

11%- 15% - 5% 
More than 15%  8% 13% 

No answer - - 
Amount of 
increase 

  

Less than 5% - 73% 
5% – 10% - 24% 
11%- 15% - 3% 

More than 15% - - 
No answer - - 
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●Profitability 

Seven percent (7%) of organizers indicate an increased profit for their largest event in the 
past year. Eighty-one percent (81%) report a decline in profitability. Showing caution 
looking to the future, 9% project an increase in profit next year and 66% project another 
year of decline (Ref. Exhibit 4).  
 

 

Exhibit 4 
Profitability of Your Largest Event 
Current Year and Projected Year 

 (All Respondents) 
 In The PAST  

Year 
Projected For NEXT 

Year 
 Total Total 
Profitability   

Increase 7% 9% 
Stay the same 12% 25% 

Decline 81% 66% 
Amount of 
decrease 

  

5% or less 36% 41% 
5%-10% 28% 25% 

11%- 15% 13% 15% 
More than 15% 23% 19% 

No answer   
Amount of 
increase 

  

Less than 5% 64% 53% 
5% – 10% 36% 31% 
11%- 15% - 16% 

More than 15% - - 
No answer   
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●Perceived Threats to Event 

The greatest threat being faced by event organizers in this 2010 update study is 
international attendees and exhibitors unable to get into the U. S. (3.67). This is followed 
by mergers & acquisitions reducing the attendee and exhibitor base (3.47).  Interestingly, 
the greatest threat of 2009, global economic recession (4.06) is no longer perceived as a 
major threat (2.36).  Other issues such as competing events and exhibitors having their 
own private events have become more important. (Ref: Exhibit 6) 
 

Exhibit 6 
PERCEIVED THREATS OR CHALLENGES TO YOUR EVENT 

(Means Calculations: 5 high - All Respondents) 
 2008 2009 2010 

International attendees/exhibitors 
unable to get into the U.S. 

3.18 2.47 3.67 

Mergers & acquisitions reducing 
attendee and exhibitor base 

3.79 2.98 3.47 

Attendees spending less time at event 2.93 2.87 3.35 
Exhibitors having their own private 
events 

3.14 2.79 3.25 

Exhibitors canceling sponsorships n/a 3.08 3.19 
Competing events 3.17 2.80 3.14 
Exhibitors cancel booths in event n/a 3.46 3.11 
Most important attendees not attending 3.07 2.89 3.11 
Exhibitors downsizing sponsorships n/a 3.53 2.86 
Perceived reduced value of exhibitions 
and conventions by attendees  

2.86 3.15 2.86 

Exhibitors downsizing booths 3.76 3.92 2.56 
Global economic recession n/a 4.06 2.36 
 
 
Other threats mentioned, on an unaided bases include: 
 
•Health of our industry and consolidation on the buyer/attendee side 
•Additional budgets cuts reducing travel  
•Webinars, virtual meetings/events become more popular with the younger generations 
•Cost of venues and related services  
•Difficulty reaching and attracting attendees to the event via old and new media methods 
•Competition, higher travel and hotel rates, higher labor/union rates 
•Finding qualified staff 
•The growth of digital and virtual reality capabilities lessening the need for travel to attend shows       
•Overall costs to the exhibitor for standard services plus competing distributor shows 
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•Congress and its inability to work together to pass or renew legislation that supports industry growth  
•Rising cost of safety and security issues 
•Competing shows and finding ways to improve value for both exhibitors and attendees 
•Exhibitor frustration with the overall cost of participation; and overall hassle factor 
•City hotel rates - many cities hotel rates are not reflective of today's economic realities  
•Convention facilities being challenged to grow bottom line or become more self-sufficient;  
     leading to more exclusive services, more competing advertising platforms and higher rental rates  
•Difficulty reaching CMO's at exhibiting companies   
•Diminished value of the dollar  
•Competition from events in emerging markets   
•Perceived diminished value of face-to-face sales (and overall value of events)  
•Companies reducing the number of personnel that attend trade shows 
•Being too big for hotels and too small for convention centers in the most desirable cities  
•The aging model of trade shows being less valuable/useful in the growing “free” information age  
 
●Perceived Opportunities 

Organizers identify the most promising opportunities for their events: 

•The opportunity to spend less on marketing through social media 
•Growth in international participation 
•Economic recovery  
•Perception that state of the domestic economy is improving 
•Co-location with another organization that does not have a tradeshow 
•Potential co-location partners adding additional attendees, exhibitors and educational opportunities 
•Expanding the role of sponsors 
•Creating unique sponsorship opportunities and unique customer experiences 
•Providing attendees more diverse experiences other then just exhibits and demos 
•The opportunity to create a buyer-seller connection 
•Building e-media complements 
•Mobile applications 
•Investment capital availability 
•Addition of targeted pavilions 
•Attracting high level industry buyers to attend events 
•Focused marketing effort in China 
•Global growth. Leveraging new market segments 
•Online opportunities -- year-round; virtual events, webinars  
•C-level events 
•Becoming a social event, not just a trade show   
•A resurgence of industries to get involved - trade association becoming even more powerful 
•Global marketplace 
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●Staffing 

To accelerate their capabilities, many organizers are augmenting their staff with highly 
qualified experts. (Ref. Exhibit 5)   
 

Exhibit 5 
Adding Expert Staff 
  

Senior level sales people 30% 
Individuals with recognized industry 
experience and knowledge 

28%    

Social media experts 21%   
Senior level marketing people 16% 
Conference session development experts 11% 
Senior level communications people 8% 
None 43% 

 
 
     

●The Organizer, GSC, City/Venue Relationship  

  
As an organizer, how do you see the relationships and/or profit margins changing 
in the next 2 years between show producers and cities/venues?  
 
•The more venues can help to reduce or control costs the better these relationships will be 
•Whether it's controlling the monopoly service providers or reducing union work rules/rates,  
           venues are at the nexus of the cost problem and need to align themselves clearly and  
           emphatically with show organizers  
•Since show profits are declining, cities need to make themselves more attractive to show producers, 
             i.e. better deals on hall rentals, lower room night commitments 
•Political and economic influences (coupled with public perception) may make selling certain venues 
            difficult. Careful consideration for marketing cities and venues in the most positive way will  
            be essential to achieve growth. 
•Many cities are offering lower prices for convention center space and CVB's are offering incentives 
            to host larger events. The increased amount of exhibit space will continue to create more  
            competition and reduce prices to show mangers while convention centers struggle to generate 
            operating revenue. Profit margins for show managers will increase while convention center  
            profits will suffer. 
•The cities/venues must provide concessions and/or incentives to entice shows to come to a new city 
           or even stay in existing venues  
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•Service contractors are out pricing their services effecting the cost of exhibiting - resulting in  
           exhibitors rethinking participation     
•The costs of marketing and attracting attendees are rising and we need to increase spending.  Local 
           CVB's can help, but often only focus on helping events that need large sleeping room blocks,  
           they need to take a broader view of how smaller events impact a city.  
•Negating hotel/venue contracts to establish lower rates into the future 
•More power to show producers 
•Control costs to maximize margin opportunity 
•Cities are getting very savvy and creative in their incentive offerings. You can no longer assume 
          that events will continue coming there without  offering some types of incentives for the 
          groups and attendees. 
•Some cities are working closer with producers including incentives   
•There should be more of a partnership approach, but most don't think that profits will improve for 
         either relationships 
•Profits may increasing for producers and decreasing for venues 
•Show producers will have to pay more 
•Cities need to be more involved in the overall ROI of the event  
•Working closer in promotional opportunities that increase show ROI and City revenue 
•Profit margins shrinking as the cost to produce events continues to grow but the dollars we are 
         getting from participants either shrink or remain the same 
•Improving for show producers.  The economy and the general downturn in the trade show community 
         suggests a more competitive environment that ultimately will benefit producers/sponsors of events.   
•Unfortunately, change is unlikely 
 
 
As an organizer, how do you see the relationships and/or profit margins changing in 
the next 2 years between show producers and general service contractors? 

     
•Costs to exhibit and drayage are hard for organizers to defend and that comes back to the 
        GSC and unions.  More and more, exhibitors have other marketing options and the  
        high costs to exhibit make these other options more attractive. 
•Best summed up with the words "flexibility" and "partnership."  Need to work even 
        more closely to satisfy the needs of the exhibitors, keep costs as low as possible while  
        maintaining a realistic profit margin for both parties. 
•The competition for show managers business will intensify more while the general contractors 
        struggle to survive   
•General contractors will have to provide more comprehensive services that will go way beyond  
        the services offered in previous years. Show managers are demanding more consultation  
        from the GSC than ever before and the demand will increase.  
•The GSC that can develop successful case studies will capture more of the large show market. 
•A few GSC’s have been excellent at working with organizers to find ways to reduce costs while 
        still focusing on providing quality services   
•Will need to find creative ways to reduce the cost and waste of carpeting the hall 
•Show organizers, will receive special concessions from general contractors  
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•The challenge is to make sure that exhibitors are not paying for it. Exhibitors and show organizers 
        will demand more services for less from the GSC so it will be even more challenging for them.   
•More pressure on general contractors to deliver services at a greater value 
•Working closely together to assist in controlling costs better to insure exhibitors continue to participate  
•The model is changing where exhibitors pay the bill through drayage fees, etc. I see producers and 
        GSC’s working closer together to produce events that share risk and profits.  
•We have to look what happened in the 1970s' and early 1980s' when the producer and contractor 
        sat down and worked out a cost and profit model as a team versus low bid model 
•The GSC will be "squeezed" by show managers to obtain every dollar and the lowest cost for every 
        available service to provide more value to exhibitors 
•Relationships will increase as many GSC's are now looking at the full picture  
•GSC’s will become more involved in creating ancillary products/benefits that will generate added 
        Value to the event. GSC’s will be more involved in creating higher value shows. 

  •Any change is unlikely 
  •It will continue to be stressed   
 
 
●Diversifying Your Exhibitor Revenue Stream 
 
Seventy-nine percent (79%) of organizers are open to looking at new and different 
pricing models for their exhibitors. 
 

Exhibit 7 
Are You Exploring Ways to Diversify  

Your Exhibitor Revenue Stream? 
(To include changing the traditional per net-square-foot charge) 

Yes 79% 
No 21% 

Strategies 
44%  Multi-year contracts 
36%  Priority location placement (near attractions, the “boulevard”, etc.) 
26%  Charge based on different sections of the exhibit floor 
9%    Charge based on performance 

 

●Protecting Your Unique Selling Proposition (USP) 

Organizers are engaged in many practices to protect and increase their event’s 
competitive advantage or unique selling proposition (USP). 
 
•Quantifying ROI  
•Continuing to work to understand and communicate the value of attendees 
•Providing exhibitors with complete demographic information on every attendee  
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•Using a match-making online tool so that exhibitors can sort attendees by a number of demographic 
      fields and make appointments prior to the show 
•Working to ensure that exhibitors understand the unique balance needed to be achieved with attendees,  
      while engaging the attendees to help them understand why the convention should be part of their 
      portfolio 
•Continuously looking at ways to keep the show fresh and exciting  
•Looking at new ways to increase connectivity between our attendees 
•Establishing a solid brand with quality events that run smoothly  
•Providing multiple price points of participation for attendees   
•Provide exhibitors with value add reason to exhibit  
•Maintain the position as the must attend event 
•Create a more intimate settings and be more flexible in our offerings 
•Focusing on quality audience and quality of interaction with the audience 
•Focusing on the "buying power" of our attendees 
•Collecting more data to insure keeping up with the changing retailer environment 
•Offering more than just exhibits; offering education, networking and best business practice training 
•Working with exhibitor advisory board, marketing team, and exhibitors to make sure show produces 
      the ROI that is important to the exhibitor. This may mean that there is more than one model 
      of marketing and promotion and outreach method to draw attendees. 
•New co-location partners and subsidize buyer meetings  
•Add more entertainment 
•Hired a full time person to handle all aspects of social media 
•On site attendee tracking on a minute by minute basis, suggestive selling of housing opportunities 
      to ensure a 24 hour networking opportunity while on site 
•Maintaining high quality scientific content for professional attendees  
•Making ease of access for global audience 
•Maintain pricing and maintain quality programs 
•Introducing strategic account management approach - to deepen relationships, help identify new 
      market trends  
•Exploring ways to simplify the entire exhibitor experience, including exploration of the drayage 
      pricing model   
•Launching innovative web-based tools 
•Constantly conveying the message that the show is THE one place where industry products debut,  
     connections take place, business intelligence is gathered, and trends are announced. You miss it  
     and you lose your competitive advantage 
•Focus on attendee quality 
•Continue to focus on what's hot, continually reaching out to new audiences, add new hot pavilions 
    onto the show floor 
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Most organizers are tracking the cost of creating, marketing, maintaining and evaluating 
the results from their social network marketing. (Ref. Exhibit 8) 
 

Yes, 64%

No, 36%
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Exhibit 8
Tracking Social Marketing Costs

 

� New strategies organizers have adopted to meet the needs of their current 
   exhibitors and sponsors include the following: 

 
•Quantifying ROI   
•Making sure the decision makers (attendees) are still attending  
•Sharing more buyer and economic information  
•Focus on key accounts and spending our own money to help them at the show 
•Produce a special Internet-based information site for exhibitors  
•Considering a corporate council to interact with key members 
•Worked with GSC to freeze exhibitor pricing over the next three years   
•Provided lower cost sponsorship options to try to maintain more exhibitor involvement 
•Providing creative new ways for exhibitors to reach their customers   
•We try to think outside the box for sponsorship opportunities and ways to reach and impress  
      the attendees, including those that do not attend the event 
•Provide celebrities that select their top 5 products and feature them on national TV  
•Adapting new technology  
•Letting the sales materials and attendee lists do the hardest work of convincing 
•Adding social media tools for them to use to interact with our audience 
•Video advertising packages, mobile app sponsorships, and facilitated top to top networking meetings 
•Exhibitor web casts to assist them in driving traffic to their booth with pre-marketing strategies,  
     developing exhibit staff, appropriate budgeting, best way to save money on standard services 
     and gaining efficiencies through better pre-show planning   
•Addition of focus groups to gain input from a variety of different exhibitor types. First time exhibitors 
     orientation 
•Work with each exhibitor to review their reason for being in show, what they are looking for as a 
     return from show, and fashioning a plan to assist exhibitor reach his goal 
•More partnering 
•On-line active ROI tracking worksheets, RFID, post event selling tools 
•Several facets of social networking, facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter 
•Electronic single sign-on service kit. RFID, virtual tote bag, convention TV 
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•New position - Strategic Account Management 
•Expo Hall tours, helping with networking/connections, letting exhibitors offer attendee discounts 
     and rewarding them for it 
•Develop packages around exhibitors’ needs/budgets/goals 
•Implement unique sales techniques  
•Our managers are personally calling - not e-mailing - all of our exhibitors to see if there is  
      anything we can do for them to help market the show for them   
•Working with specialists to increase sponsorship activity and provide exhibitor awareness 

 
� New strategies organizers have adopted to meet the needs of their prospective 
   exhibitors and sponsors are as follows: 

 
•Communicating the size and value of the market our buyers represent 
•Provide more options for connection points between exhibitors and buyers throughout the year  
      and not just during our show 
•Think of ways they can gain added value by innovative sponsorships 
•Creative and value added concepts   
•Provide a real VIP experience   
•Digital prospectus to educate and inform potential exhibitors about our show 
•Sales team is doing more research to know the prospective exhibitor and/or sponsor and working 
      with companies on an individual plan that will make sure there is value for the exhibitor 
•Offering opportunities outside of the exhibit space 
•Creative packages 
•Unique Pavilion opportunities 
•Reach out, listen and create packages as desired by each company 
 

Exhibit 9 
Working With Exhibitors 

Strategies to Reduce Exhibitor Costs 
67%  Interacting with hotels 
45%  Interacting with the GSC such as subsidizing drayage 
37%  Interacting with building exclusives (electrical, catering, etc.) 
16%  Offering multi-year contracts at a reduced cost to your exhibitors 

Strategies to Help Exhibitors Improve Their ROI 
68%  Seminars – online and face to face 
54%  Providing tools to help exhibitors measure ROI 
54%  Exhibit marketing training/consulting offered to individual 
         exhibitors at no charge   
37%  Provide customized research for your most important exhibitors 
18%  Audit their show invoices to offer savings ideas 
12%  Nothing 
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●Co-location 

The likelihood of shows continuing co-locating in 2010 is significantly higher than in  

2009.   Fifty-two percent (52%) plan to continue their co-location efforts.  In addition, 

34% intend to initiate new co-location efforts within the next 3 years. (Ref. Exhibit 10)  

 
Exhibit 10 

INTENT TO CO-LOCATE 
Three Year Comparison 

 (All Respondents) 
 2008 2009 2010 
 Total Total Total 
Likelihood to 
continue current 
co-locating over 
the next 3 years 

   

Very 40% 45% 52% 
Somewhat 30% 18% 14% 
Undecided 10%   3% 11% 

Not very 10%   3% 7% 
Not at all 10% 31% 16% 

    
Likelihood to 
institute (new) co-
locating in next 3 
years 

   

Very 29% 14% 34% 
Somewhat 25% 24% 18% 
Undecided 8% 20% 14% 

Not very 21% 14% 13% 
Not at all 17% 28% 21% 
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●Study Firmographics 

ECEF Pulse 2010 
Net Square Feet of Largest Event 
Under 50,000 50,000 + but 

under 100,000 
100,000 + but 
under 250,000 

250,000 + but 
under 400,000 

400,000 and 
over 

10% 9% 20% 25% 34% 
 
Total Attendance of Largest Event (Attendees & Exhibitors) 
Under 5,000 5,000 + but 

under 10,000 
10,000 + but 
under 20,000 

20,000 + but 
under 40,000 

40,000 and over 

10% 6% 259% 28% 31% 
 

Study Highlights 

1. The event industry is experiencing growth after the steep declines of 2009, in the 
number of exhibitors, net square feet, attendees and sponsorship sales. 

 
2. A small number of organizers (9%) increased their attendee marketing and 

promotion budgets in the past year, while 18% indicate a growth in attendance.  
Technology, increased efficiencies, or more strategic planning may play a part in 
this increase rather than additional spending. 

 
3. Eleven percent (11%) of organizers increased their spending for exhibit space 

and sponsorship sales in 2010, with a reported increase of 21% for both of these 
categories. 

 
4. Seven percent (7%) of organizers had an increase in profitability for their largest 

event in the past year. Eighty-one percent (81%) report a decline in profitability.  
 

5. Showing caution looking to the future, 9% project an increase in profitability 
next year and 66% project another year of declining profitability.  
 

6. The greatest threat being faced by event organizers in 2010 is restrictions on 
international attendees and exhibitors getting into the U. S. This is followed by 
mergers and acquisitions reducing the attendee and exhibitor base. 
 

7. Social marketing, co-location and economic recovery are among the greatest 
opportunities seen by organizers.   
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8. Many organizers are augmenting their staff with highly qualified experts to 

accelerate their capabilities. 
 

9. Organizers see dramatic changes in the relationships and profit margins in the 
next two years among show producers, cities/venues and GSC’s. 
 

10. Seventy-nine percent (79%) of organizers are open to or currently exploring new 
and different pricing models for their exhibitors. 
 

11. Organizers have made interacting with their current and prospective exhibitors a 
primary objective. They are assisting with such things as improving their ROI, 
information sharing, negotiating with GSC’s and adding social media tools. 
 

12. Organizers are also placing great emphasis on protecting and growing their own 
unique selling proposition (USP) through increasing connectivity, fresh/creative 
ideas and becoming more customer-centric, to name a few. 
 

13. The likelihood of shows continuing co-location in 2010 is sizably higher than in 
2009, with 52% planning to continue relationships and 34% looking to create 
new ones.  
 


